Georeference

Snap Control Points to Elements or Reference Grid
The Georeference process in TNTmips provides several different
modes for adding or editing control points. These modes are designed to assist you in placing the points. For example, when you
are georeferencing to a reference object, the default mode is Estimate from Model. When adding control points in this mode, initially
positioning the crosshairs in the input view not only sets the input
coordinates for the point, it automatically computes candidate map
coordinates based on the current point set and model (when there
are sufficient points to compute a solution) and shows these coordinates in the control point list. You can override these automatic
coordinates simply by moving the crosshair in the reference view
or by editing the coordinate fields. Conversely, placing the crosshair
in the reference view sets the map coordinates and computes estimated object coordinates.
Several other helper modes for placing control points are also available. You can snap individual control points to elements in an
input or reference geometric object (vector, CAD, or shape). Separate options are available to snap to the nearest line or point and to
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snap to the nearest line vertex. You can also set up a virtual map
grid in any map coordinate system and snap control points to the
nearest grid intersection. This latter option does not require a
reference object, and is most appropriate when georeferencing map
sheets that include map grid lines or tick marks.
These modes for adding or editing control points are set separately
for the input and reference object using icon buttons in the Input
and Reference sections of the toolbar on the Georeference window,
as illustrated above. The individual snap options are described in
more detail and illustrated below and on the reverse.

The illustrations above show an ASTER satellite image (in Input View, left) being georeferenced
using a shapefile of state roads (in Reference View, right). A new control point is being added
with the Reference object mode set to Snap to End or Point (input is in default Estimate from
Model mode). With these settings, manually positioning the Input View crosshairs tool on a
highway intersection (left illustration) results in the reference crosshairs automatically snapping to the nearest road intersection (coincident line ends) in the reference shape object. The
accepted control point is illustrated below left. Its map coordinates are shown in color in the
control point list (for the duration of the current session) and its source is described by a
ToolTip (below).

Snap to Nearest Line End or Point
You can use the Snap to End or Point
mode to snap to the ends of line elements
(nodes) or points in an input geometric
object and/or in a reference geometric object. (The Snap to End or Point icon
button is active for both input and reference if both are geometric objects.) A
reference geometric object can be in any
coordinate reference system, which need
not match the reference system being
used for the control points. This mode is
particularly useful with reference geometric objects depicting intersecting line
features, such as road or stream networks.
Snap to End or Point mode automatically
snaps the control point in the designated
View to the nearest line endpoint or point
element when the crosshairs tool in the
other view is manually positioned. The
example illustrated to the left shows a new
control point being added to an input
raster using this mode for a reference
shapefile depicting a road network.
When the point is manually placed on
the image in the Input View using the
crosshairs tool, the crosshairs tool in the
Reference view is automatically snapped
to the nearest line end (in this case a road
intersection) to provide the necessary
map coordinates for the new point. Note
that in this case a number of different
nearby crosshairs positions in the Input
(over)
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View yield the same snapped map coordinates; correct placement of the input
crosshairs on the image is your responsibility. If the Snap to End or Point mode is used
simultaneously for both input and reference
geometric objects, both input and reference
crosshairs automatically snap to the nearest
corresponding features when either tool is
manually repositioned.
You can also use the Snap to End or Point
mode when editing control points (e.g. points
that were manually placed). In Edit mode,
you must manually reposition the crosshairs
tool in the view for which snapping is set in
order to trigger the snapping action.
Snap to Vertex
The Snap to Vertex mode is available for input and/or reference geometric objects. Its
operation is similar to the Snap to End or
Point mode, except that it snaps the
crosshairs tool in the specified view to the
nearest line vertex. This mode is most useful
for geometric objects with many non-intersecting polygons, such as agricultural field
boundaries, building footprints, and street
curb lines (block boundaries) in which you
can use sharp corners of polygons (which
may or may not be line ends) as reference
positions. An example using agricultural field boundaries in a reference shapefile is illustrated to the right.
Snap to Map Grid Intersections
The Snap to Grid mode is available on the Reference toolbar for
any type of input object. For input objects that include map grid
lines or grid intersection tick marks, such as scanned topographic
maps, you can use this mode to quickly snap map coordinates to
the nearest grid intersection. Using this mode requires enough
previously entered control points to compute a solution to the
registration model.
Turning on the Snap to Grid mode automatically opens the Snap
Grid window that you use
to set up a virtual reference

The illustrations above show an orthoimage of a rural county (in
Input View, left) being georeferenced using a shapefile of agricultural field boundaries (in Reference View, right). A new control
point is being added with the Reference object mode set to Snap to
Vertex. Manually placing the crosshairs tool in the Input View
results in the Reference View crosshairs tool automatically
snapping to the nearest vertex at the corner of a field. The
accepted control point is illustrated to the left and shown in the
control point list below.

map grid. You set the map grid’s coordinate reference system,
which may differ from the reference system being used for the
control points, and set the grid line spacing interval in both eastwest and north-south directions.
Once the virtual grid is established, placing the crosshairs tool in
the Input View automatically sets that control point’s map coordinates to the nearest virtual grid intersection. Correct placement of
the point relative to the input object is your responsibility.

The illustration to the left shows a scanned topographic map that
includes grid lines in the Australian Map Grid with 1,000-meter spacing.
This map is being georeferenced with the aid of the Snap to Grid
feature. The Snap Grid dialog window (above left) is used to set the
coordinate reference system for the map grid and east-west and
north-south grid spacing. Placing the crosshairs tool on or near a grid
line intersection automatically sets map coordinates from the nearest
grid intersection in the virtual map grid (as shown by the map coordinates in the control point list illustrated above). Only the image
coordinates require manual adjustment to provide correct registration.
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